To initiate gene transcription, RNA polymerase II (Pol II) requires the transcription factor IIB (B). Here we present the crystal structure of the complete Pol II-B complex at 4.3 Å resolution, and complementary functional data. The results indicate the mechanism of transcription initiation, including the transition to RNA elongation. Promoter DNA is positioned over the Pol II active centre cleft with the 'B-core' domain that binds the wall at the end of the cleft. DNA is then opened with the help of the 'B-linker' that binds the Pol II rudder and clamp coiled-coil at the edge of the cleft. The DNA template strand slips into the cleft and is scanned for the transcription start site with the help of the 'B-reader' that approaches the active site. Synthesis of the RNA chain and rewinding of upstream DNA displace the B-reader and B-linker, respectively, to trigger B release and elongation complex formation.
To initiate gene transcription, RNA polymerase II (Pol II) requires the transcription factor IIB (B). Here we present the crystal structure of the complete Pol II-B complex at 4.3 Å resolution, and complementary functional data. The results indicate the mechanism of transcription initiation, including the transition to RNA elongation. Promoter DNA is positioned over the Pol II active centre cleft with the 'B-core' domain that binds the wall at the end of the cleft. DNA is then opened with the help of the 'B-linker' that binds the Pol II rudder and clamp coiled-coil at the edge of the cleft. The DNA template strand slips into the cleft and is scanned for the transcription start site with the help of the 'B-reader' that approaches the active site. Synthesis of the RNA chain and rewinding of upstream DNA displace the B-reader and B-linker, respectively, to trigger B release and elongation complex formation.
Transcription of eukaryotic protein-coding genes begins with formation of the pre-initiation complex (PIC) on promoter DNA. The PIC contains Pol II and the general transcription factors, including B and the TATA-box-binding protein TBP 1 . Structural information exists for Pol II 2 and general factors 3 , but the PIC structure remains controversial even at a topological level, and the structural transition from the PIC to the elongation complex is unclear. It was suggested that the PIC contains promoter DNA above the Pol II cleft (closed promoter complex), and that after DNA melting the template strand slips inside the cleft, resulting in the open promoter complex 4, 5 . The RNA chain would then grow and form the eight-base-pair (bp) DNA-RNA hybrid observed in the elongation complex 6 . B has central roles in initiation. It recruits Pol II to the promoter, as its amino-terminal zinc ribbon domain ('B-ribbon') binds Pol II 7, 8 , and its carboxy-terminal domain ('B-core', comprising two cyclin folds) binds DNA and TBP 9 ( Fig. 1a) . B also functions after recruitment, because mutations in the region connecting the B-ribbon and the B-core compromise transcription and selection of the transcription start site (TSS), but not PIC formation [10] [11] [12] . B may be displaced owing to a clash with growing RNA 7, 8 . The central roles of B are obvious in archaeal transcription, which requires only the B homologue transcription factor B (TFB), polymerase and TBP.
To understand the mechanism of initiation, the B polypeptide chain must be located on Pol II. Site-specific biochemical probing located the B-ribbon on the Pol II dock domain, the B-core on the wall, and the connecting region in the cleft 8, 13 . X-ray analysis of the 10-subunit Pol II-B complex confirmed the position of the B-ribbon and revealed its orientation, but suggested that the B-core resides below the Pol II dock, and that the region connecting the B-ribbon and the B-core formed a hairpin (B-finger) that reached via the RNA exit tunnel near the active site, and returned through the tunnel to the dock 7 . Because of the different B-core locations, the two studies arrived at different PIC models. In one model, downstream promoter DNA runs over the cleft 13 , whereas it runs over the outside of the clamp in the other 7 .
Here we report the X-ray structure of B bound to the complete 12-subunit Pol II, which comprises the subcomplex Rpb4/7 that is required for initiation 14 but was lacking from the previous structure 7 . The structure locates B on Pol II, including the connecting region that consists of new 'B-reader' and 'B-linker' elements. It further results in a PIC model that resembles and refines the model derived biochemically 13 , and allows modelling of the open complex. Mutational analysis in yeast and in a highly related archaeal system shows that the B-linker functions in promoter opening. Comparison with published data rationalizes TSS selection and B release after elongation-complex formation.
Pol II-B complex structure The transient nature of the Pol II-B complex hampered cocrystallization of B with the complete yeast Pol II. Soaking of B into pre-formed Pol II crystals was also unsuccessful. We therefore prepared a recombinant Rpb4/7 variant in which the Rpb4 C terminus was fused to the N terminus of B by a linker of 20 glycine residues (Methods, for details see Supplementary Information). The linker length was more than twice the distance between the linked termini 7, 15 , and enabled the normal formation of a complex with TBP and synthetic nucleic acids. Samples of the complex, however, dissociated during crystallization and resulted in crystals of free Pol II-B complex. Diffraction beyond 7 Å resolution was very rarely observed, but complete diffraction data to 4.3 Å were eventually obtained.
Molecular replacement with the Pol II structure 15 resulted in difference electron density for B on the dock, in the RNA exit tunnel, in the cleft, and above the wall ( Fig. 1 and Supplementary Information) . We fitted the density on the dock with the free B-ribbon structure 16 , aided by a peak for a zinc ion in the anomalous Fourier, and extended the B-ribbon at its C terminus through the RNA tunnel into a helical density underneath the lid. The densities above the wall were fitted with the N-terminal cyclin fold of the B-core 9 . No density was observed for the C-terminal cyclin fold, indicating mobility. Two remaining difference densities belonged to the B-linker in the cleft. An extended density formed a b-strand at the rudder (B-linker strand), whereas a helical density (B-linker helix) ran across the clamp coiled-coil above the rudder (Rpb1 helices a8 and a9).
B binding induced small changes in the Pol II structure, including ordering of two loops on the wall that bind the B-ribbon (Rpb2 residues 879-883 and the Rpb2 flap loop 921-932). The structure was refined to an R-factor (R free ) of 22.0% (25.5%), and showed very good stereochemistry (Supplementary Information).
The structure (Fig. 1) confirmed the previously reported location of the B-ribbon 7, 8 , and the extension of the B-ribbon into the cleft towards the active site 7 , but it deviates from the previous X-ray analysis 7 in three respects. First, most B residues previously assigned to a B-finger hairpin (residues 54-88; ref. 7) form a unidirectional extension of the B-ribbon into an a-helix and a mobile loop. We refer to this extension as B-reader, to indicate a proposed role in reading the DNA sequence during TSS selection (see later). Second, the B-core was observed above the wall, not at the dock. Third, the region between the B-reader and the B-core formed the B-linker in the cleft that was not observed previously. The discrepancies were resolved by calculating omit electron density maps with the deposited Pol II-B data 7 . These maps were consistent with the B-reader structure (Supplementary Information).
Taken together, the B polypeptide chain extends from the dock domain (B-ribbon) via the RNA exit tunnel to the hybrid-binding site and active centre (B-reader), to the rudder and clamp coiled-coil (B-linker), and to the Pol II wall (B-core) (Fig. 1c) . These locations of B regions are apparently similar within the PIC, as they agree with biochemical mapping within the PIC 8, 13 (Supplementary Information). B residues required for Pol II binding (Cys 45, Cys 48, Leu 50, Leu 52, Glu 62) 11, 17 are near Pol II in the structure. B does not interact with Rpb4/7 in the structure, suggesting that the requirement of Rpb4/7 for initiation stems from a role in stabilizing the clamp, which binds the B-linker.
Models of closed and open complexes
We modelled a closed promoter complex by superimposing the B-core N-terminal cyclin folds in the Pol II-B and B-core-TBP-DNA complexes 9 , and extending TATA DNA in both directions with B-DNA. In the model, TBP resides above the Pol II upstream face, downstream DNA runs between the clamp and protrusion along the edges of the cleft towards the jaws, and upstream DNA extends along the Rpb2 side (Fig. 2a) . The model is similar to that obtained biochemically 13 , except that the B-core is closer to the Pol II surface and rotated by approximately 60u, and the course of upstream DNA is altered accordingly.
To model the open complex, we assumed that the DNA template strand binds in the active centre as during elongation 18 . Consistently, placing the DNA from the elongation complex structure 19 into the Pol II-B structure did not lead to a clash between B and DNA. We further assumed that DNA opening commences 20 bp downstream of TATA 20 . The point of DNA opening lies above a tunnel lined by the B-core, B-linker, B-reader, and the Pol II protrusion, fork 1 and rudder (Fig. 2a) . This 'template tunnel' leads to the upstream end of the DNA template strand in the elongation complex that could be connected to the point of DNA opening with only four nucleotides. In the resulting open complex model (Fig. 2b) , 34 nucleotides of DNA connect the upstream end of the TATA box to the TSS, which explains the minimal TATA-TSS distance in yeast 20 . The model is also consistent with slightly shorter TATA-TSS distances reported for other eukaryotic transcription systems, provided that DNA would be opened a few base pairs further upstream or the B-core would be slightly tilted on the wall. The model further explains TFB crosslinking to both DNA strands in the bubble of the related Pyrococcus furiosus (Pfu) open complex 21, 22 , and crosslinks to the template strand near the TSS 21 . The modelling suggests that the transition from the closed to the open complex involves a rotation of the downstream DNA duplex and slippage of the template strand into the template tunnel and active centre, probably aided by movement of the flexible fork loop 1 that is not required for transcription 18 .
B-linker and DNA opening
The B-linker is located between closed DNA in the PIC model and the template single strand in the open complex model (Fig. 2) , suggesting that it is involved in promoter opening. To test whether the B-linker is required for transcription in vitro, we used a nuclear extract from a temperature-sensitive yeast strain carrying a point mutation in the B gene SUA7 (ref. 10 ). This extract enabled robust promoter-dependent transcription when recombinant wild-type B was added (Fig. 3a) , but not when equally pure and stable B variants with B-linker mutations were added (Fig. 3b) . Mutations in the linker strand also conferred lethality to yeast (Fig. 3c) , showing that the B-linker is required for transcription in vitro and in vivo.
To test whether the B-linker is required for promoter opening, we used an archaeal transcription system based on Pfu polymerase, TFB and TBP 23 . Archaeal polymerase is highly homologous to Pol II 24, 25 , and forms a topologically similar PIC 21 . Four different Pfu TFB variants that altered the B-linker still formed PICs (Fig. 3d ), but were inactive in promoter-dependent transcription (Fig. 3e) , indicating a postrecruitment function for the B-linker. Mutation of four residues in the B-linker strand to alanines or destabilization of the B-linker helix by the point mutation Leu92Pro abolished transcription (Fig. 3e, g ). Mapping of single-stranded DNA regions by permanganate footprinting showed that the B-linker variants were unable to open the promoter, and the TFIIE homologue transcription factor E (TFE) could not rescue this defect (Fig. 3f) . Transcription could, however, at least be partially rescued when we provided a RNA dinucleotide primer and a DNA template with a mismatched region that mimics part of the initial transcription bubble (Fig. 3g) . Because free polymerase did not produce a transcript under the same conditions, the TFB variants with B-linker mutations were active except for DNA opening.
To test whether the polymerase surface on the clamp coiled-coil that binds the B-linker is required for transcription and promoter opening, we prepared four recombinant Pfu polymerase variants with different point mutations in the B-linker-binding surface (Fig. 2c) . These variants still formed PICs to various extents (Fig. 3h ), but were inactive in promoter-dependent transcription (Fig. 3i) , whereas a control variant with a mutation outside the binding patch on top of the clamp coiled-coil was as active as wild-type polymerase (Figs 2c and 3i) . However, all variants were able to transcribe a template with a mismatch bubble (Fig. 3i) . Thus, the B-linker and its interaction surface on the clamp coiled-coil are required for transcription, but not for catalytic RNA synthesis, and, as demonstrated in the homologous archaeal system, this requirement stems from a role in promoter opening. This mechanism is apparently similar in Pol III initiation, which minimally requires TBP and the B-related factor Brf1, which contains an N-terminal region that is also required for promoter opening 26 .
B-reader and DNA start site scanning
After open complex formation, yeast Pol II scans the DNA for an initiator (Inr) sequence motif that defines the TSS 20, 27 . Several lines of evidence indicate that scanning involves threading of the template strand through the template tunnel until an Inr is detected by sequence-specific interactions. The template tunnel passes the active site, and Inr detection must occur near the active site where RNA synthesis is initiated. The template tunnel is flanked by the B-reader, and mutations in the B-reader residues Glu 62, Trp 63, Arg 64, Phe 66, Arg 78 and Val 79 shift the TSS, but do not influence PIC formation or promoter opening, as far as tested 11, 12, 17, [28] [29] [30] . TSS shifts induced by B mutations depend on the Inr sequence 29 . Finally, Pol II and B are alone responsible for TSS selection 31 . To test the scanning model, we prepared a transcription template by fusing the HIS4 promoter sequences around the TATA box to the duplicated Inr of the SNR14 promoter 27 (Fig. 4a) . In an in vitro assay 10 , this fusion template generated transcripts that initiated at previously mapped TSSs in the SNR14 promoter 27 (Fig. 4b, lane 2) . Thus, the Inr alone determined the TSS, consistent with the scanning model. The yeast Inr consensus motif comprises a conserved A residue at position 28, and a CA or TG dinucleotide at positions 21/11 of the nontemplate strand 32 . In the open complex model, the complementary template T residue at 28 is adjacent to the B-reader helix (Fig. 2c) . Consistent with this modelling and published data 11, 12, 17, [27] [28] [29] [30] , mutation of these B-reader residues decreased transcription efficiency and in some cases led to detectable changes in TSS selection (Fig. 4c) . Mutation of the 28 position in the first Inr of the fusion promoter led to an almost complete loss of the corresponding transcript (Fig. 4b) . When both positions 28 and 27 were mutated, transcription was totally lost (Fig. 4b) . These results show that the 28 position of the Inr is important for TSS selection and suggest that it is recognized with the help of the B-reader helix.
The flexible B-reader loop may contribute to the recognition of the Inr dinucleotide at positions 21/11, and to the stabilization of the first two nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) substrates in the active centre in the initiating complex. First, the B-reader loop contains the invariant residue Arg 78 that may reach near the active site (Fig. 2c) . Arg 78 is not required for PIC formation, but its mutation leads to TSS shifts and altered abortive transcription in vitro, and causes sensitivity to NTP depletion or lethality in vivo 28, 33 . Second, mutation of the neighbouring Val 79 also leads to TSS shifts, and most strongly effects TSS selection when the dinucleotide at positions 21/11 is changed 29 . Third, NTP depletion can cause alternative TSS selection [34] [35] [36] . The B-reader loop may also stabilize the open bubble, because mutation of the residue corresponding to Arg 78 in Pfu [27, 28] C, adenines at position 28 or at 28 and 27, respectively, relative to the first TSS were replaced by cytosines (white). Arrows indicate in vitro TSSs in HIS4 and HIS4-SNR14 fusion promoters, respectively (compare with Fig. 3a, b) . nt, nucleotides. (Arg 57) impairs DNA opening around the TSS in vitro whereas mutations in the B-reader helix do not (Fig. 4d) . Consistently, defects arising from mutation of the B-reader are rescued by TFE (Fig. 4d) , which stabilizes the bubble 37 . The flexibility of the B-reader loop may enable maintenance of nucleic acid contacts during initial growth of the RNA, to stabilize the early transcribing complex.
Initiation-elongation transition
Published data and our results converge on a model for transcription initiation, including the transition to elongation. First, promoter DNA is recruited to Pol II by the B-ribbon that binds the dock, and is positioned above the cleft by the B-core that binds the wall (closed complex formation). Second, DNA is melted around 20 bp downstream of the TATA box with the help of the B-linker, the emerging template strand slips in the cleft to fill the template tunnel, the bubble is stabilized near the active centre with the help of the B-reader, and the downstream DNA duplex is loaded into the downstream cleft (open complex formation). Third, the template strand is threaded through the template tunnel along the active site and is scanned for an Inr motif with the help of the B-reader (DNA start site scanning). Fourth, the first two NTPs are positioned opposite a conserved Inr dinucleotide motif and the first phosphodiester bond is formed (RNA chain initiation). Fifth, RNA growth results in short DNA-RNA hybrids that are transiently bound, leading to frequent ejection of short RNAs, maybe due to interference of the growing RNA with the B-reader loop (abortive transcription). Sixth, growth of the RNA beyond seven nucleotides triggers B release and formation of the elongation complex (promoter escape).
Comparison of our models with the complete elongation-complex model 38 shows that the initiation-elongation transition markedly alters the path of upstream DNA, which runs towards Rpb2 on the back of Pol II in the PIC (Fig. 5b) , but emerges from the top of the cleft in the elongation complex. This comparison further suggests that B release during promoter escape results from a clash of RNA with the B-reader helix from position 28 onwards, and from a clash of the upstream DNA duplex and non-template DNA strand in the elongation complex with the B-linker above the rudder (Fig. 5a) . Consistently, B release during promoter escape requires an RNA length of at least seven nucleotides and rewinding of upstream DNA 39 . The initiation-elongation transition also requires the general factors TFIIE, -F, and -H that we placed on the closed complex model (Fig. 5b) . TFIIH is required for DNA opening, and apparently binds near the jaws at the entrance to the cleft because it crosslinks to downstream DNA 40 . TFIIE binds to the clamp 41 and its archaeal homologue TFE stabilizes the open complex 37 , suggesting it traps the non-template strand in the initial bubble during open complex formation. TFIIF binds on the opposite side of the cleft 41 where it may form contacts to downstream and upstream DNA 40 (Fig. 5b) .
Comparison to the bacterial system Whereas Pol II is related to bacterial RNA polymerase in sequence and structure 42 , the Pol II general factors show little or no sequence similarity to the bacterial s factors. Comparison of our results with structures of bacterial RNA-polymerase-s70 complexes in free form 43, 44 and with upstream promoter DNA 45 , however, shows topological similarities in the way B and s70 bind to the polymerases. The B-ribbon, B-linker and B-core bind to polymerase surfaces that are also bound by parts of the s70 domains s 4 , s 2 and s 3 , respectively, and the B-reader corresponds topologically to the s3.2 linker (Fig. 6a) . The B-ribbon and s 4 are both bound by a helix in the flap loop 46 (or flap tip, Fig. 6a ) that is required for s function 47 . The B-reader and s3.2 both contain an extended, partially helical segment passing below the lid, and a mobile loop that extends near the active site and can be crosslinked to NTP in the case of the bacterial factor 48 . However, the B and s polypeptide chains show opposite directionality and the domain structures differ (Fig. 6a) , suggesting that B and s result from convergent evolution.
The B-linker and s 2 are both involved in promoter opening and both bind the clamp coiled-coil and rudder, which are also implicated extended by upstream and non-template DNA 38 . The view is from the side.
b, Architecture of the complete PIC. The closed complex model (Fig. 2a) is shown as a surface representation from the top. Locations of the general factors TFIIE, -F and -H, as determined by biochemical probing 40, 41 , are indicated by semi-transparent ellipsoids.
in promoter opening. The rudder is required for promoter opening in bacteria 49 and for transcription in archaea 18 . A region of the largest bacterial polymerase subunit that contains the clamp coiled-coil and s factor is alone able to melt a promoter 50 . Consistent with topologically similar mechanisms of promoter opening, the points of DNA melting are similar in our PIC model and the bacterial RNA-polymerase-s-DNA complex, although the courses of upstream DNA differ (Fig. 6b) .
Conclusions
Our results rationalize genetic and biochemical data on transcription initiation collected over the last two decades. They also provide models of the closed and open complexes, reveal a new function of B in DNA opening, suggest a six-step mechanism for transcription initiation that includes the initiation-elongation transition, and unravel similarities and differences between eukaryotic and prokaryotic initiation machineries. The results also provide the framework for investigating the mechanisms underlying the regulation of transcription initiation, which governs cellular gene expression.
METHODS SUMMARY
Saccharomyces cerevisiae ten-subunit Pol II was prepared as described 4 . Recombinant Rpb4/7-B fusion protein was purified after expression in Escherichia coli. A Pol II-B-TBP-nucleic-acid complex was assembled and purified by size exclusion. Crystals were grown by vapour diffusion at 20 uC using 800 mM sodium ammonium tartrate, 100 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 5 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) as precipitant, and contained only the Pol II-B complex. Diffraction data to 4.3 Å resolution were collected under cryo conditions at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) beamline ID29. The structure was solved by molecular replacement. Pfu endogenous and recombinant RNA polymerases, and recombinant Pfu TBP, TFB and TFE were purified as described 23 , with modifications. DNA templates were generated as reported 18 and run-off transcription was as described 23 . Permanganate footprints were as described 18 . Yeast nuclear extracts were prepared from wild-type strain and strain SHY245 (ref. 10) as described (http://www.fhcrc.org/labs/hahn). In vitro transcription was performed essentially as reported 10 .
